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Abstract We characterize the nilpotent systems whose lowest degree quasi-
homogeneous term is (y, σ xn)T , σ = ±1, which have an algebraic inverse integrat-
ing factor over C((x, y)). In such cases, we show that the systems admit an inverse
integrating factor of the form (h+· · · )q with h = 2σ xn+1 −(n+1)y2 and q a rational
number. We analyze its uniqueness modulus a multiplicative constant.
1 Introduction and Statement of the Main Results
We consider the system of differential equations given by
x˙ = F(x) = (P(x), Q(x))T , (1)
where F is a formal planar vector field defined in a neighborhood of the origin U ⊂ C2.
A non-null C1 class function V is an inverse integrating factor of system (1) (or also
of F) on U if satisfies the linear partial differential equation LFV = div(F)V, being
LFV := P∂V/∂x + Q∂V/∂y, the Lie derivative of V respect to F, and div(F) :=
∂ P/∂x + ∂ Q/∂y, the divergence of F. This name for V comes from the fact that V −1
defines on U \{V = 0} an integrating factor of system (1), i.e. F/V is divergence-free.
Concretely,
H = −
∫
P/V dy +
∫ (
Q/V + ∂
∂x
∫
P/V dy
)
dx
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would be a first integral of the system on U\{V = 0}. We recall that a function H is a
first integral of (1) (or also of F) on U if H is a non-constant function on U which is
constant on each solution curve of (1). Clearly, if H ∈ C1(U ) verifies LF H ≡ 0. We
note that the existence of a first integral of the system (1) determines completely its
phase portrait. Among others applications, the existence of an analytic first integral
defined in a neighborhood of the origin can be used to characterize when a monodro-
mic singular point (the orbits of the system close to the isolated singular point revolve
around it) is a center or a focus, see [4].
There are other reasons to study the existence of inverse integrating factors, among
them: this concept plays an important role in the study of the existence of limit cycles
of a vector field, because the zero-set {V = 0}, formed by orbits of the system (1),
contains the limit cycles of the system (1) which are in U, whenever they exist, see
[10,14,15]. The zero-set {V = 0} also contains the homoclinic and heteroclinic con-
nections between hyperbolic saddle equilibria, see [13]. Moreover, the cyclicity of a
limit cycle is related with the vanishing order of V , see [12]. The expressions of V
usually are simpler than the expressions of the first integrals, see [5,6]. The domain of
definition and the regularity of V usually are larger than the domain and the regularity
of the first integral, see [7,11,16,18].
The existence of inverse integrating factors in a neighborhood of a singularity has
been studied in some particular cases. Concretely, Enciso and Peralta-Salas [10] study
the existence of a smooth inverse integrating factor in a neighborhood of an arbitrary
elementary singularity, i.e. systems whose linear part at the origin has at least one
eigenvalue different from zero. These results extend previous results given in [6],
[8, Theorem 5.2], where the authors consider elementary singularities that admit ana-
lytic orbital normalization. Algaba et al. [3] characterize the nilpotent systems with a
formal inverse integrating factor.
We are interested in characterizing nilpotent systems which have an algebraic
inverse integrating factor over C((x, y)) (which will be named AIIF) where C((x, y))
denotes the quotient field of the algebra of the power series C[[x, y]]. The only result
that we know in this sense is the following:
Theorem 1 (Walcher [19]) If the analytic system
(x˙, y˙)T =
⎛
⎝y,∑
j≥2
α j x j + β j x j−1 y
⎞
⎠
T
(2)
with α2 = 0 and β2 = 0 (non-degenerate cusp case) has an AIIF, then it is equal to
(y2 + h.o.t.)7/6 exp(u), for some series u which is unique up to an additive constant.
The main goal of this paper is to characterize the nilpotent systems which have an
AIIF. As a particular case, we include some necessary conditions for the existence of
an AIIF in the non-degenerate cusp case, by extending the above result.
Before showing our results, we recall the following concepts and definitions. Given
t = (t1, t2) with t1 and t2 natural numbers, a function f of two variables is quasi-
homogeneous of type t and degree k if f (εt1 x, εt2 y) = εk f (x, y). The vector space
of quasi-homogeneous polynomials of type t and degree k will be denoted by Ptk .
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A vector field F = (F1, F2)T is quasi-homogeneous of type t and degree k if F1 ∈
Ptk+t1 and F2 ∈ Ptk+t2 . We will denote Qtk the vector space of the quasi-homogeneous
polynomial vector fields of type t and degree k.
Any formal vector field or function can be expanded into quasi-homogeneous terms
of type t of successive degrees. Thus, every vector field F can be written as
F = Fr + Fr+1 + · · · ,
for some r ∈ Z, where F j = (Pj+t1 , Q j+t2)T ∈ Qtj and Fr ≡ 0. In the sequel, these
expansions will be expressed as F = Fr + q-h.h.o.t. (“q-h.h.o.t” stands higher order
quasi-homogeneous terms than r ). Analogously, if f is a formal function, f can be
written as f = fk + q-h.h.o.t., being fk the lowest-degree quasi-homogeneous term
of type t.
If we select the type t = (1, 1), we are using in fact the Taylor expansion, but in
general, each term in the above expansion involves monomials with different degrees.
Throughout the paper, we will denote by D0 = (t1x, t2 y)T ∈ Qt0 (a dissipative quasi-
homogeneous vector field) and by Xh = (−∂h/∂y, ∂h/∂x)T (Hamiltonian vector
field associated to polynomial h). If h ∈ Ptr+|t|, then Xh ∈ Qtr , where |t| = t1 + t2.
Moreover, it is proved that every Fk ∈ Qtk can be expressed as
Fk = Xh + μD0 (3)
with h = (D0 ∧Fk)/(k+|t|) and μ = div(Fk)/(k+|t|), where D0 ∧Fk ∈ Ptk+|t| is the
product wedge of both vector fields and div(Fk) ∈ Ptk is the divergence of Fk , see [2].
This sum is known as the conservative-dissipative splitting of a quasi-homogeneous
vector field.
In this paper, we deal with nilpotent systems whose quasi-homogeneous expansion
respect to the type t = (2, n + 1) can be written as
(x˙, y˙)T = (y, σ xn)T + q-h.h.o.t., (4)
with σ = ±1, i.e. nilpotent systems which can be considered as perturbations of a
Hamiltonian system. In fact, the nilpotent Hamiltonian system (x˙, y˙)T = (y, σ xn)T
can be written as (x˙, y˙)T =Fn−1, with Fn−1 =Xh ∈ Qtn−1 being h = 12(n+1) (2σ xn+1−
(n + 1)y2) ∈ Pt2n+2. We emphasize that the factorization of Hamiltonian associated
h on C[[x, y]] (ring of polynomials in x, y on C) only has simple factors.
We give our main result, by characterizing the systems (4) which admit an AIIF.
Theorem 2 System (4) has an AIIF (algebraic inverse integrating factor over
C((x, y))) if and only if it is formally orbital equivalent to
(x˙, y˙)T = (y, σ xn)T + α(L)M x M hL f (h)D0, (5)
with h = 2σ xn+1 − (n + 1)y2, D0 = (2x, (n + 1)y)T , α(L)M a real number, f a func-
tion with f (0) = 1, L a non-negative integer, and M ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1} if L > 0 or
M ∈ {(n + 1)/2	, . . . , n − 1} if L = 0.
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Moreover, if α(L)M = 0, then the system (4) is not formally integrable, and if it
admits an AIIF, the AIIF is (h +q-h.h.o.t.)
2M+n+3
2(n+1) +L
, up to a multiplicative constant.
Otherwise, if α(L)M = 0, system (4) is formally integrable.
Remark 1 If n is even, system (4) has a formal inverse integrating factor if and only
if α(L)M = 0, since otherwise the number 2M+n+32(n+1) is non-integer and hence the inverse
integrating factor is not formal.
For n odd, n = 2m − 1, the number 2M+n+32(n+1) is natural if M = (2k − 1)m − 1 with
k natural. Imposing that M ≤ 2m − 2, it has that k = 1 and M = m − 1. So, the
system (4) has a formal inverse integrating factor if and only if it is formally orbital
equivalent to
(x˙, y˙)T = (y, σ xn)T + x (n−1)/2 f (h)(x, ny)T ,
with h = 2σ xn+1 − (n + 1)y2 and f a scalar function.
The following theorem provides a new necessary condition so that an AIIF for the
non-degenerate cusp case of nilpotent systems exists.
Theorem 3 Consider a system (2) with α2 = 0 (we assume without loss of generality
that α2 = 1) and β2 = 0. If system (2) has an AIIF, then the coefficients α3, α4, β2, β3
and β4 satisfy
β2(72β42 + 2058α3β22 − 10976α4 + 12005α23) − 2744(5α3 + β22 )β3 + 13720β4 = 0,
and the AIIF is (2x3 − 3y2 + q-h.h.o.t.)7/6, up to an multiplicative constant.
From Theorem 3, an AIIF of system (2) is of the form
c(2x3 − 3y2 + q-h.h.o.t.)7/6 = (y2 − 2/3x3 + q-h.h.o.t.)7/6eu,
with c a constant and u = lg(c(−3)7/6), that is, Theorem 3 gives a expression of an
AIIF more explicit than it given by Theorem 1.
The following theorem provides some necessary conditions which ensure the exis-
tence of an AIIF for the nilpotent systems with α2 = 0 and β2 = 0.
Theorem 4 Consider a system (2) with α2 = 0 (we assume without loss of generality
that α2 = 1) and β2 = 0. The following statements are satisfied:
1. For β4 = α3β3, if system (2) has an AIIF then
4β5 = β3(4α4 − 5α23) + 5α3β4
and the AIIF is (2x3 − 3y2 + q-h.h.o.t.)11/6, up to a multiplicative constant.
2. For β4 = α3β3, β5 = α4β3, if system (2) has an AIIF then
80β7 = 140α3β6 + 7(16α4 − 25α23)β5 + (175α4α23 − 140α3α5 − 112α24 + 80α6)β3
and the AIIF is (2x3 − 3y2 + q-h.h.o.t.)13/6, up to a multiplicative constant.
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As an application of our results, we study the systems
(x˙, y˙)T = (y + a1xm+1, x2m + b1xm y)T , (6)
with a1, b1 real numbers and m ≥ 1. Next, we determine the systems (6) with an AIIF.
Theorem 5 System (6) has an AIIF if and only if either a1 = b1 = 0 or it satisfies
one of the following conditions:
(a) 2b1 = (2m + 1)a1,
(b) (2m + 1)b1 = 2(m + 1)2a1,
(c) b1 = −(m + 1)a1.
Moreover, the system (6) is analytically integrable if and only if b1 = −(m + 1)a1.
The rest of the paper is organized in two sections. In Sect. 2, we give some properties of
inverse integrating factor related to its expression and we provide necessary and suffi-
cient conditions for the existence of it. Section 3 contains the proof of Theorems 2–5.
2 Some Properties of an Inverse Integrating Factor
We begin our study by giving an expression of an AIIF of a system (1).
Proposition 6 If system (1) has an AIIF, then it also admits an inverse integrating
factor of the form V = (W1/W2)d with W1 and W2 formal series and d a positive
rational number.
Proof From [16, Propositions 1 and 2], specialized to our context, if system (1) has
an AIIF, then it also admits an inverse integrating factor V of the specific form V =
ϕ
d1
1 · · ·ϕdss , with ϕi ∈ C[[x, y]], non-invertible, irreducible invariants and rational
numbers di non-zero. (The possibility s = 0 is included, with inverse integrating
factor 1). So, if we write di = mi/ni and denote N = lcm({|n1|, . . . , |ns |}) and
M = gcd({N |m1
n1
|, . . . , N |ms
ns
|}), then V = (∏si=1 ϕkii )M/N , with k1, . . . , ks integer
numbers non-zero. unionsq
The two following results provide some properties of inverse integrating factors which
are powers of quotient of formal series.
Lemma 7 We assume that V = (W1/W2)d is an AIIF of F = Fr + q-h.h.o.t., with
W1 = W1,m+q-h.h.o.t. and W2 = W2,n+q-h.h.o.t. where W1,m ∈ Ptm and W2,n ∈ Ptn,
and d a positive rational number. Then, (W1,m/W2,n)d is an AIIF of Fr .
In the particular case Fr = Xh with h ∈ Ptr+|t|, it has that W1,m/W2,n is a rational first
integral of Xh . Moreover, if the factorization of h ∈ Ptr+|t| on C[x, y] only has simple
factors then there exists an integer number non-zero k such that W1,m/W2,n = hk .
Proof If V is an AIIF of F, V satisfies equation LFV − V div(F) = 0. From
Proposition 6, if we replace V by (W1/W2)d then
(W1/W2)d−1W−22 [dW2LFW1 − dW1LFW2 − W1W2div(F)] = 0.
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In particular, the lowest degree quasi-homogeneous term of the expression between
brackets is also null, i.e.
dW2,n LFr W1,m − dW1,m LFr W2,n − W1,m W2,ndiv(Fr ) = 0. (7)
Multiplying by (W1,m/W2,n)d−1W−22,n it follows easily that (W1,m/W2,n)d verifies
LFr (W1,m/W2,n)
d − (W1,m/W2,n)ddiv(Fr ) = 0. (8)
Hence, it is an inverse integrating factor of Fr , which is algebraic over C((x, y)).
We prove the second part. Obviously, if Fr = Xh, then div(Fr ) = 0 and by (8),
W1,m/W2,n is a rational first integral of Fr .
We see that it is power of the polynomial h, when h only has simple factors in its fac-
torization on C[[x, y]]. We note that the quotient W1,m/W2,n can not be irreducible.
In such case, there exist two quasi-homogeneous coprime polynomials W ∗1,m˜ and W
∗
2,n˜
such that W1,m/W2,n = W ∗1,m˜/W ∗2,n˜ . Since W ∗1,m˜/W ∗2,n˜ is a rational first integral of
Xh, then LXh W ∗1,m˜/W
∗
2,n˜ = 0, that is,
(
∇W ∗1,m˜ · Xh
)
W ∗2,n˜ =
(
∇W ∗2,n˜ · Xh
)
W ∗1,m˜ .
Consequently, as W ∗1,m˜ and W
∗
2,n˜ are coprime, there exists K ∈ C[x, y], a quasi-
homogeneous polynomial, such that ∇W ∗1,m˜ ·Xh = K W ∗1,m˜ and ∇W ∗2,n˜ ·Xh = K W ∗2,n˜,
i.e. W ∗1,m˜ and W
∗
2,n˜ are algebraic invariant curves of Xh which arrives at the origin.
So, if h = f1 · · · fs, with fi irreducible factors on C[x, y], the unique invariant irre-
ducible curves of Xh that arrives at the origin are f1 = 0, . . . , fs = 0. Therefore,
W ∗1,m˜ = f n11 · · · f nss and W ∗2,n˜ = f m11 · · · f mss , that is W ∗1,m˜/W ∗2,n˜ = f k11 · · · f kss
with ki integer numbers. So, if M = lcm{|ki |, ki < 0, i = 1, . . . , s}, the function
W ∗1,m˜/W
∗
2,n˜h
M is a quasi-homogeneous first integral of the system x˙ = Xh since it
is a product of two first integrals. As h only has simple factors in its factorization on
C[x, y], the quasi-homogeneous first integrals of Xh are hl , with l a natural number.
Therefore, W1,m/W2,n = W ∗1,m˜/W ∗2,n˜ = hk with k integer number non-zero. unionsq
Lemma 8 Assume that V1 = (W1/W2)
p1
q1 and V2 = (W˜1/W˜2)
p2
q2 are AIIFs of F,
with W1, W2, W˜1 and W˜2 formal series and p1q1 ,
p2
q2 rational numbers. Then there
exists a natural number l such that (V1/V2)l is a first integral of F and belongs to
C((x, y)).
Proof Taking l = lcm{|q1|, |q2|}, then (V1/V2)l = W
lp1/q1
1 W˜
lp2/q2
2
Wlp1/q12 W˜
lp2/q2
1
, i.e. it is a quotient
of formal series.
To prove that (V1/V2)l is a integral first of F, it is enough to prove that V1/V2 is a
first integral. Indeed,
LF V1V2 = 1V2 LFV1 − V1V 22 LFV2 =
1
V2 V1div(F) − V1V 22 V2div(F) = 0.
Consequently, V1/V2 is a first integral of F. unionsq
The following result is key in our study.
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Proposition 9 Let system (1) be with F = Xh + q-h.h.o.t. and h ∈ Ptr+|t|, where thefactorization of h on C[x, y] only has simple factors. We assume that the system (1)
has an AIIF.
Then, system (1) admits an AIIF of the form V = W q being W a formal series
W = h + q-h.h.o.t. and q a positive rational number.
Moreover, if system (1) is not formally integrable, then the AIIF is unique, up to a
multiplicative constant.
Proof Give a number non-zero λ such that the quasi-homogeneous polynomial
H(x, y) = x2t2 + λy2t1 ∈ Pt2t1t2 is not factor of h, we consider the unique solu-
tion (Cs(θ), Sn(θ)) of the initial value problem
dx
dθ
= XH (x), x(0) = (1, 0)T .
These functions, Cs(θ) and Sn(θ), named generalized trigonometric functions, are
periodic and T will denote their minimal period. For more details, see Dumortier [9].
System (1) by means of the change
x = ut1Cs(θ), y = ut2 Sn(θ), (9)
with u ≥ 0 and θ ∈ [0, T ) , and rescaling the time by dt = (2t1t2/ur )dτ, is trans-
formed into
u′ = du
dτ
= −h′(θ)u + O(u2), θ ′ = dθ
dτ
= (r + |t|)h(θ) + O(u). (10)
where h(θ) := h(Cs(θ), Sn(θ)).
The equilibria of (10) on u = 0 are (u, θ) = (0, θ j ), j = 1 . . . s, where θ j are all
roots of h(θ) since we have chosen λ such that H is not a factor of h (otherwise, this
factor would not be in the expression of the system (10) since H(Cs(θ), Sn(θ)) = 1).
The linearization of the system (10) about the fixed points has eigenvalues non-
zero (since the factors of h are simple) with different sign; thus, applying a result of
Seidenberg [17], we can ensure the existence of an unique solution different from
u = 0 of the form θ − θ j + φ( j)(u, θ) = 0, with φ( j)(u, θ) = O
(|u, θ − θ j |2). We
note that such solution curves are invariant curves of the system (10).
From Proposition 6, if system (1) has an AIIF, then it admits an inverse integrating
factor of the form V = (W1/W2)d . The irreducible factors of W1 and of W2 are
invariant curves which arrive at the origin, since they are non-invertible, see proof of
Proposition 6. So, it has that
W1(ut1Cs(θ), ut2 Sn(θ))
W2(ut1Cs(θ), ut2 Sn(θ))
= ψ(u, θ)um
s∏
j=1
(
θ − θ j + φ( j)(u, θ)
)n j
,
with m and n j integer numbers and ψ(0, θ j ) = 0 for each j = 1, . . . , s. Undoing the
change (9), we obtain that
W1(x, y)
W2(x, y)
= ψ(x, y)
s∏
j=1
[ f j (x, y) + q-h.h.o.t.]n j,
with ψ(0, 0) = 0. Moreover, we can assume that ψ(0, 0) > 0.
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From Lemma 7, we have that
∏s
j=1
( f j )n j is an AIIF of Xh . In fact, it is a rational
first integral of Xh . As h only has simple factors in C[x, y], the first integrals, which
are quotient of quasi-homogeneous polynomials, are hn with n a integer number non-
zero. If we write ψ(x, y) = (x, y)n (it holds (0, 0) = 0 and it can be expanded
as a series of quasi-homogeneous terms), it has that W1/W2 = ( (h + φ))n, with
h + φ unique. Thus, V = (h + q-h.h.o.t.)q with q = dn.
To prove the second part, we see that if there were two distinct AIIFs, then the system
would be formally integrable. Indeed, let V1 = (1 (h + φ))q1 , V2 = (2 (h + φ))q2 ,
q1, q2 ∈ Q\{0}, 1(0, 0)2(0, 0) = 0, two AIIFs, we can suppose that q2 ≥ q1. From
Lemma 8, there is a natural number l such that (V2/V1)l=(lq22 )/(lq11 ) (h+φ)l(q2−q1)
is a first integral of F, and is formal since q2 ≥ q1 and 1, 2 are invertible
series. unionsq
Next, we relate terms of the expression of the formal part of an AIIF.
Proposition 10 Let system (1) with F = Xh + μD0, μ = ∑ j≥0 μr+ j , μ j ∈ Ptj , for
all j ≥ r . Then, if W q is an AIIF of the system (1), with q an rational number non-zero
and W = ∑ j≥0 W j ∈ C[[x, y]], W j ∈ Ptr+|t|+ j , W0 = h, for each positive integer k
it holds:
LXh Wk = −
k∑
l=0
[
r+|t|+l
q − (r + |t| + k − l)
]
Wk−lμr+l . (11)
Proof Let denote μ˜ = div(μD0) = ∑ j≥0(r + j + |t|)μr+ j and W˜ = LD0 W =∑
j≥0(r + |t| + j)W j . So, if W q is an AIIF of the system (1), then, by definition,
LFW q − W qdiv(F) = qW q−1
[
LFW − 1q W div(F)
]
= 0, thus
LXh+μD0 W − 1q W div(Xh + μD0) = LXh W + μLD0 W − 1q W div(μD0) = 0,
i.e. LXh W = 1q W μ˜ − μW˜ with LXh W =
∑∞
k=0 LXh Wk and
1
q W μ˜ − μW˜
= 1q
⎛
⎝∑
j≥0
W j
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝∑
j≥0
(r + j + |t|)μr+ j
⎞
⎠ −
⎛
⎝∑
j≥0
μr+ j
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝∑
j≥0
(r + |t| + j)W j
⎞
⎠
= 1q
∞∑
k=0
k∑
l=0
(r + |t| + l)Wk−lμr+l −
∞∑
k=0
k∑
l=0
(r + |t| + k − l)Wk−lμr+l
= −
∞∑
k=0
k∑
l=0
[
r+|t|+l
q − (r + |t| + k − l)
]
Wk−lμr+l ,
which establishes the formula (11). unionsq
Now, we provide a series of properties of the inverse integrating factor of the system
(1) in order to give conditions that ensure its existence.
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For each k > 0, we define the linear operator
k : Ptk −→ Ptk+r
μk → LFr μk,
i.e. the Lie derivative of the lowest degree quasi-homogeneous term of F, and denote
by Cor(k) to a complementary subspace to the range of the linear operator k .
Lemma 11 Let system (1) be with Fr = Xh ∈ Qtr where h ∈ Ptr+|t| only has simplefactors in its factorization on C[x, y].
If Ptk = {0}, there exists a complementary subspace to the range of the operator
k+r+|t| such that hCor(k) ⊂ Cor(k+r+|t|).
Proof We suppose that the stated assertion were false. Then, there exist λk+r ∈
Cor(k) \ {0} and νk+r+|t| ∈ Ptk+r+|t| \ {0} such that hλk+r = k+r+|t|
(
νk+r+|t|
)
.
This fact implies that
hλk+r = ∇νk+r+|t| · Xh = −∇h · Xνk+r+|t| ,
that is, h = 0 is an invariant curve of Xνk+r+|t| . Therefore if f is an irreducible factor
of h, the curve f = 0 is an invariant curve of Xνk+r+|t| . As h only has simple factors
in its factorization on C[x, y], it deduces that νk+r+|t| = hνk with νk ∈ Ptk \{0} .
Consequently,
hλk+r = ∇νk+r+|t| · Xh = ∇ (hνk) · Xh = hk (νk),
i.e. λk+r ∈ Range (k) . This fact contradicts the above assumption. unionsq
Next, we show a class of systems (1) having an AIIF.
Proposition 12 Let system (1) be, with F = Xh+λg(h)D0, h ∈ Ptr+|t|,λ ∈ Ptr+k, λ ≡
0, k ≥ 0 and g scalar function with g(0) = 1. The function V (h) = h
r+k+|t|
r+|t| g(h) is
an AIIF of (1).
Proof Applying Euler theorem for quasi-homogeneous function, i.e. LD0 f = s f with
f ∈ Pts, then
LFV = V ′(h)LFh = (r + |t|)λhg(h)V ′(h),
= [(r + k + |t|)λg(h) + (r + |t|)λhg′(h)] h r+k+|t|r+|t| g(h)
and
div(F) = div(λg(h)D0)
= g(h)LD0λ + λg′(h)LD0 h + |t|λg(h)
= (r + k + |t|)λg(h) + (r + |t|)λg′(h)h.
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So, LFV − V div(F) = 0. This completes the proof. unionsq
The following result will be used to prove the sufficiency of Theorem 2.
Proposition 13 Let system (1) with F = Xh + μD0, where the factorization of h ∈
Ptr+|t| on C[x, y] only has simple factors and μ =
∑
j≥N μr+ j with μr+ j ∈ Cor( j ),
for all j ≥ N > 0 and μr+N ≡ 0. If V is an AIIF of F, then V = h
r+N+|t|
r+|t| g(h),
with g a scalar function and g(0) = 1, is the unique AIIF of F up to a multiplicative
constant.
Furthermore, if μ = λ f (h) + ν with λ ∈ Cor(N )\{0}, f a scalar function, f (0) =
1, and ν = ∑ j>N νr+ j , νr+ j ∈ Cor( j ), νr+N+l(r+|t|) ≡ 0 for all non-negative
integer l, then under these conditions, the system (1) has an AIIF if and only if ν ≡ 0.
Proof From Proposition 9, V = W q with W = h +q-h.h.o.t. and q a positive rational
number.
We prove by induction that W is a function of h. Indeed, let W = ∑ j≥0 W j ∈
C[[x, y]], W j ∈ Ptr+|t|+ j . By hypothesis, W0 = h. We thus assume that W j = bl hl
for 0 < j < k − 1, j = (l − 1)(r + |t|) and null if j is not multiple of r + |t|. By
(11), Wk holds
r+|t|+k(Wk) = −
k∑
l=N
[
r+|t|+l
q − (r + |t| + k − l)
]
Wk−lμr+l .
From Lemma 11, hnμr+l ∈Cor(l+n(r+|t|)), n∈N,hencer+|t|+k(Wk)∈Cor(r+|t|+k)
and so r+|t|+k(Wk) = 0. Therefore, Wk is a quasi-homogeneous polynomial first inte-
gral of Xh , i.e. it is a function of h, in fact, Wk = bkhk with bk ∈ R. Thus the induction
is complete.
We now prove that q = r+|t|+N
r+|t| . For k = N , equation (11) becomes
LXh WN = −
[
r+|t|+N
q − (r + |t|)
]
hμr+N .
From Lemma 11, it has that hμr+N ∈ Cor(N+r+|t|), hence LXh WN = 0.
Consequently, q = r+|t|+N
r+|t| since hμr+N ≡ 0. Summarizing, it has that
W q = (h(1 + ∑i≥1 bi hi ))
r+|t|+N
r+|t| = h
r+|t|+N
r+|t| g(h), with g(0) = 1.
In this case, the system (1) is in normal form and from Algaba et al.
[2, Theorem 3.19], it is not formally integrable. Thus, from Proposition 9, the AIIF is
unique up to a multiplicative constant.
We see the second part. Proposition 12 proves the sufficiency.
To prove the necessity, we assume that νr+ j ≡ 0 for N < j < j0 and we must prove
that νr+ j0 = 0. We also can certainly assume that j0 − N is not a multiple of r + |t|
since otherwise νr+N+ j0 = 0.
If F has an AIIF, we have proved that F admits an AIIF of the form W
r+|t|+N
r+|t| with
W = h + q-h.h.o.t. ∈ C[[x, y]] and W = W (h) with W0 = h.
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Taking into account the expressions of ν, λ and f (h), the quasi-homogeneous
terms of λ f (h)+ν are given by (λ f (h)+ν)r+N = λ, (λ f (h)+ν)r+l = λ( f (h))l−N ,
with l = N + 1, . . . , j0 − 1 and (λ f (h) + ν)r+ j0 = λ( f (h)) j0−N + νr+ j0 . Hence,
equation (11) for k = j0, becomes
LXh W j0 = −
j0∑
l=N
[
(r+|t|+l)(r+|t|)
r+|t|+N − (r + |t| + j0 − l)
]
W j0−l (λ f (h) + ν)r+l
= ( j0 − N )W j0−N λ
−
j0−1∑
l=N+1
[
(r+|t|+l)(r+|t|)
r+|t|+N − (r + |t| + j0 − l)
]
W j0−lλ ( f (h))l−N
− (r+|t|)( j0−N )
r+|t|+N h
(
λ f (h) j0−N + νr+ j0
)
.
As j0 − N is not a multiple of r + |t| then W j0−N ≡ f (h) j0−N ≡ 0 and
W j0−l ( f (h))l−N ≡ 0 for N < l < j0, hence
LXh W j0 = − (r+|t|)( j0−N )r+|t|+N hνr+ j0 .
As (r + |t|)( j0 − N ) = 0, then hνr+ j0 ∈ Range(r+|t|+ j0), and from Lemma 11,
hνr+ j0 ∈ Cor(r+|t|+ j0). This clearly forces νr+ j0 ≡ 0. unionsq
3 Proofs of the Main Results
We state the well-known relationship between inverse integrating factors of formally
orbital equivalent vector fields.
Proposition 14 Let  be a diffeomorphism and η a function on U ⊂ R2 such that
detD has no zero on U and η(0) = 0. If V (x) ∈ C[[x, y]] is an inverse integrating
factor of the system (1), then η(y)(det(D(y))−1V ((y)) is an inverse integrating
factor of y˙ = ∗(ηF)(y) := D(y)−1η(y)F((y)).
Proof of Theorem 2 We prove that the condition is sufficient. If α(L)M = 0, the polyno-
mial h(x, y) = (2σ xn+1 − (n + 1)y2)m, m any natural number, is a polynomial first
integral and, in particular, it is an inverse integrating factor. Thus, by Proposition 14, if
we perform the transformation which brings this system to the system (4), then system
(4) admits an AIIF, but it is not unique modulus a multiplicative constant.
In the case, α(L)M = 0, system (5) has the form given in Proposition 12 for h =
2σ xn+1 − (n + 1)y2, λ = α(L)M x M hL and g(h) = f (h). Therefore, the system
admits the AIIF, V (h) = h
2M+n+3
2(n+1) +L f (h), up to a multiplicative constant. From
Proposition 14, the system (4) has the AIIF, V = (h + q-h.h.o.t.)
2M+n+3
2(n+1) +L
, up to a
multiplicative constant.
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We now prove that the condition is necessary. From Algaba et al. [3], the system
(4) is formally orbital equivalent to
(x˙, y˙)T = (y, σ xn)T +
n−1∑
j=(n+1)/2	
α
(0)
j x
j D0 +
∞∑
l=1
n−1∑
j=0
α
(l)
j x
j hlD0, (12)
i.e. there exist a near-identity change of variables y = φ(x) and a reparameterization
of the time, such that the system (4) is transformed into (12).
If α(l)j = 0, for all j and l then α(L)M = 0, the system is a Hamiltonian system, hence
it has a formal inverse integrating factor.
Otherwise, if L = min{l, α(l)j = 0}, M = min{ j, α(L)j = 0}, system (12) is of the
form (x˙, y˙)T = F = Xh +(λ f (h)+ν)D0, with λ=α(L)M x M hL , N = 2M+2L(n+1)−
n + 1, ν = ∑ j>2M+2(n+1)L ν j , ν j ∈ Cor( j ), ν2M+2(n+1)(l+L) ≡ 0 for all non-nega-
tive integer l, and f a scalar function with f (0)= 1. From Proposition 13, the system
(12) admits an AIIF if and only if ν ≡ 0, i.e. system (12) agrees with system (5). In this
case, as α
(L)
M = 0, from [2, Theorem 3.19], the system (5) is not formally integrable,
and from Proposition 13, the unique AIIF, up to a multiplicative constant, is of the
form V˜ = (h + q-h.h.o.t)
2M+n+3
2(n+1) +L . Undoing the change and by using Proposition
14, the proof is complete. unionsq
The coefficients of the formal normal form (12) of the system (4) have been obtained
by using the procedure given in Algaba et al. [1]. This method consists in a recursive
procedure to compute quasi-homogeneous normal form under equivalence, which uses
the Lie triangle.
Proof of Theorem 3 From Algaba et al. [2], the system (2) with α2 = 1 is orbitally
equivalent to
(x˙, y˙)T = (y, x2)T + α(0)1 xD0 + α(1)0 hD0 + q-h.h.o.t. (13)
with
α
(0)
1 = β2,
α
(1)
0 = −β2(−72β42 − 2058α3β22 + 10976α4 − 12005α23)
−2744(5α3 + β22 )β3 + 13720β4.
If the system (2) has an AIIF then, from Theorem 2, α(1)0 = 0 since α(0)1 = β2 = 0.
In this case, the system (13) is a normal form up to order 6, i.e. it agrees with the
system (5) up to order 6 for M = 1, L = 0 and n = 2, so the exponent given in
Theorem 2 is 2M+n+32(n+1) + L = 7/6. unionsq
Proof of Theorem 4 From Algaba et al. [2], the system (2), with α2 = 1 and β2 = 0,
is orbitally equivalent to
(x˙, y˙)T = (y, x2)T + α(1)0 hD0 + α(1)1 xhD0 + α(2)0 h2D0 + q-h.h.o.t. (14)
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whose first two coefficients are, up to a multiplicative constants non-zero,
α
(1)
0 = −α3β3 + β4,
α
(1)
1 = 4β5 + (−4α4 + 5α23)β3 − 5α3β4.
We assume that system (2) has an AIIF:
If α(1)0 = 0, that is β4 = α3β3, from Theorem 2, it has that α(1)1 = 0, i.e.
4β5 = β3(4α4 − 5α23) + 5α3β4.
In this case, the system (14) is a normal form up to order 8, i.e. it agrees with the
system (5) up to order 8 for M = 0, L = 1 and n = 2, so the exponent given in
Theorem 2 is 2M+n+32(n+1) + L = 11/6.
If α(1)0 = 0, that is β4 = α3β3, the coefficients α(1)1 and α(2)0 are, up to a multiplicative
constants non-zero,
α
(1)
1 = 4β5 − α4β3,
α
(2)
0 = −140α3β6 − (175α23α4 + 80α6 − 140α3α5 − 112α24)β3
−7(16α4 − 25α23)β5 + 80β7.
From Theorem 2, it has that α(2)0 = 0.
In this case, the system (14) is a normal form up to order 16, i.e. it agrees with the
system (5) up to order 16 for M = 1, L = 1 and n = 2, so the exponent given in
Theorem 2 is 2M+n+32(n+1) + L = 13/6. This finishes the proof. unionsq
Proof of Theorem 5 For a1 = b1 = 0, the system has an AIIF since it is a
Hamiltonian system. In the case a21 + b21 = 0, we will do our study depending on the
first coefficient non-zero of (12) with n = 2m, σ = 1. For m ≥ 1, the first coefficient
is α(0)m = b1 + (m + 1)a1.
If b1 + (m + 1)a1 = 0, system (6) is a Hamiltonian system. Hence, it has a polyno-
mial inverse integrating factor. Furthermore, (2x2m+1 − (2m + 1)y2)k, with k natural
number, is a polynomial first integral. Otherwise, b1 + (m + 1)a1 = 0, the coefficient
of the second lowest-degree term of (12) is
α
(0)
m+1 = [2b1 − (2m + 1)a1]
[
(2m + 1)b1 − 2(m + 1)2a1
]
for m > 1,
α
(1)
0 = (2b1 − 3a1)(3b1 − 8a1)(48a21 − 197b1a1 + 12b21), for m = 1.
If 2b1−(2m+1)a1 = 0, m ≥ 1, it is easy to check that
(
2x2m+1 − (2m + 1)y2)1+ 14m+2
is an AIIF of the system (6).
If (2m + 1)b1 − 2(m + 1)2a1 = 0, the system admits the inverse integrating factor
( 12m+1 x
2m+1 − 12 y2 + a12m+1 xm+1 y −
a21
2(2m+1)2 x
2m+2)1+
1
4m+2
.
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If m = 1, b1+2a1 = 0, 2b1−3a1 = 0, 3b1−8a1 = 0 and 48a21 −197b1a1+12b21 = 0,
the third coefficient of the normal form is
α
(1)
1 = 9036b41 − 265812b31a1 − 4436911b21a21 − 1063248a31b1 + 144576a41 .
Computing the resultant of both curves respect to a1, we check that a1 and b1 must be
null. unionsq
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